
 BRAKE-LAMP

Chandelier 
made from a 
motorcycle 
brake discs



The chandelier BRAKE-LAMP, has been suggested from a very interesting pieces of the 
motorcycle brakes. This brake disk has a special shape, very dynamic and complex. Based on 
these forms and structure I looked for a use that would enhance it. The chandelier is built 
around the disk already set with a lot of holes, these will serve for the steel wires which hold 
the lamp. In the main central hole,  the light lamp will be located. The chandelier support, 
hanging from the ceiling, forms part of rolling blinds. 

      First sketches of the BRAKE-LAMP and its design
                                   



   Selection of the pieces to be used 

Disc brake cleaned and polished, ready to be used as a 
base for the chandelier



Installation of the main elements and finished chandeliers

DATA SHEET  FOR EACH BRAKE-LAMP

Height 46 cm, lamp excluded
Diameter width 26 cm
Aluminium ceiling attachment from rolling blinds 
Lamp of your choice
Weight 1400 g.
Materials: steel, aluminium, steel cables



Positioning of the BRAKE-LAMP 



WHERE DO I PUT IT?  

BRAKE-LAMP can be matched together 
to decorate a room. In this case, in an 
ancient structure being repurposed as 
a bar, BRAKE-LAMP become a trendy 
element.  
They integrate easily into different 
spaces thanks to their essential shape 
and adaptability.   
BRAKE-LAMP can appear slightly 
different according to the shape of the 
recovered discs; in the same way, light 
bulbs can be changed with ones of 
special shapes and colours. The result 
will be a little different but always very 
appealing.



The BRAKE-LAMP combined together can decorate a room. 
In this case, in the recovery of an ancient structure used as a 
bar, they become the trendy element characterizing a choice 
that go noticed.
They integrate easily into different spaces thanks to their 
essential shape and adaptability.
BRAKE LAMPS can have slightly different shapes according to 
the recovered disks; in the same way the bulbs can vary with 
those of special and colored shapes. The result will be a little 
different but always very appealing.
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